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This paper outlines the Dedua system of participant reference, proposing a scheme to 
describe topic marking and examining the applicability of several models to the situation. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND TERMS 
+c   plus copy pronoun 

1D first person dual (-cdcd) 

1P first person plural (-chlad) 

1S first person singular (-a`) 

3D third person dual (-nb) 

3P third person plural (-fdb) 

3S third person singular (-t) 

ABL ablative case (-m`b) 

BEN benefactive (-lh) 

CMIT comitative case (-fnb) 

CNT continual aspect (-jdb) 

CNTR contrastive (-mfn) 

CNTX contraexpectation (-mfnb) 

DIM diminutive (-ahrhb) 

DM different subject simultaneous 
(-l`mt) 

DPST distant past tense (-fdb) 

DQ different subject sequential  

FUT future tense (-cdcd) 

GL goal (-`b) 

GLOC geographical locative (-mt) 

HAB habitual aspect (-`m) 

LOC locative case (-t) 

LOCD locative deictic (hg`h) 

NPST near past tense (-`b) 

POSS possessive (-mfhq`) 

PRES present tense (-cd) 

PUR purpose (-adrn) 

SM same subject simultaneous (-ª) 

SQ same subject sequential (-l`) 

SUF sufficiency clitic (-rnb) 

TLOC time locative (-mt) 

TDCT time deictic (-bic) 

 

Background: a series of clauses are background if they are “…concerned with something off the event-
line, for example, like describing the surrounding scenery…” (Fox 1987:163) 

Coding Weight: coding weight is a scale on which different ways of referring to an entity (coding points) 
are ordered according to the weight of their structure. Heavier structure is associated with less continuous topic 
(Givón 1983:55-56). For Dedua, the scale consists of the following (ordered from heaviest to lightest structure): 

? noun phrase plus a pronoun copy (NP+c)  “weight 4” 
? noun plus a pronoun copy (N+c) “weight 4” 
? noun phrase (NP) “weight 3” 
? noun (N) “weight 3” 
? pronoun (pro) “weight 2” 
? possessive affix (“possaff”) “weight 1” 
? switch reference marker, marking same or different subject on medial verbs (“sr”) “weight 1” 
? person/tense marking affix on a final verb (“vaff”) “weight 1” 
? person marking object affix on a verb (“vaff”) “weight 1” 
? nuclear verb: a verb which uses zero to mark third person singular object (“vrb”) “weight 1” 

For ease of reference, the terms listed to the right of each coding point will be used. 

Episode: an episode is a section of a discourse, bounded by major changes in time, place and/or characters. 
(Peck 1984:284) In Dedua, the beginning of an episode is often marked by the word “`mt”. 

Major Participant: “major participants are those which are active for a large part of the narrative and play 
leading roles…” (Dooley and Levinsohn 1999:§17.2.1) 
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Minor Participant: “minor participants are activated briefly and lapse into deactivation.” (Dooley and 
Levinsohn 1999:§17.2.1) 

Prop: a prop is an entity mentioned infrequently in a narrative that mainly fulfills a patient/background 
role. (Grimes 1975:43-44) 

Referential Distance: referential distance is the gap between the current and last appearance of a referent 
in discourse, measured by number of clauses. A referential distance of one means that the referent was 
mentioned in the previous clause. (Givón 1984:910-914) 

Topic: the topic of a clause is what the clause is about. The topic of a clause mostly coincides with its 
subject. The rest of the clause is related to the topic as a comment.  (Dik 1981:19) 

Topic Persistence: the number of recurrences of a topic within the ten clauses that follow its introduction 
into the narrative. By extension, the topic persistence of a participant is the average number of recurrences after 
an introduction, where it is assumed that a gap of ten clauses without mention of the participant necessitates 
another introduction at the next mention. (Givón 1984:919) 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Dedua language belongs to the Eastern Huon family, a member of the Finisterre-Huon stock. This in 

turn belongs to the Trans New Guinea phylum (Wurm 1982). Dedua is closely related to the geographically 
adjacent languages Migabac and Kube. 

Dedua is spoken by approximately 5000 people living in the vicinity of the Masaweng and Tewae rivers on 
the Huon Pennisula, which is located in the Finschhafen District of Morobe Province, Papua New Guinea. 
Three villages (Yomeng, Faseu and Moracgoc) belong to the Pindiu Sub-District, while the rest belong to the 
Sialum Sub-District. 

All the people in the area have Dedua as their mother tongue. Those living near another language group 
(Kube, Ono, Kâte or Migabac) speak that language as well. All the older people were educated in Kâte and thus 
have a good understanding of that language. The generation that have attended community school know some 
English, though they prefer to use Tok Pisin. Tok Pisin is used by all the Dedua language speakers outside their 
own language area. 

Dedua has two dialects: Fanic and Dzeigoc. Fanic is spoken in the area around the Masaweng and Dzeigoc 
in the area around the Tewae. This paper is based on Fanic material gathered by Sune and Britt Ceder between 
1985 and 1998. This material includes both written and oral narratives. The Ceders are also the source of much 
of the insight contained herein and for this I thank them. I would also like to thank Liisa Järvinen for her 
assistance and patience as my linguistic consultant during the preparation of this paper. 
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2. ABOUT SOME MODELS 

2.1 Episode Model (Tomlin) 
Tomlin, in referring to what he calls the “episode/paragraph model”, states that “the alternation between 

noun and pronoun [and by extension the choice of syntactic structure] to be… manifested in the text artifact 
primarily through its paragraph, or episodic, organisation.” (Tomlin 1987:456) Those referents mentioned in 
few episodes will be “reinstated” (i.e. mentioned for the first time in an episode) with a heavier syntactic 
structure than those entities mentioned in many episodes. Within an episode, less heavy structures will be used 
to refer to all entities. One of the criteria for an entity to be a major participant is that it be mentioned in many 
episodes, so we might expect that, conceptually, major participants “cross” the episode boundaries more easily 
than other participants. Thus we can test whether major participants tend to be reinstated with lighter structures. 
We can also test whether minor participants tend to be reinstated with heavier structures and whether both tend 
to be mentioned with lighter structures within episodes. 

2.2 Prominence Model (Tomlin) 
The Prominence Model is one in which the choice of coding weight is connected with “foregrounding of a 

given referent” (Tomlin 1987:456). Topic persistence is one measure of the degree of foregrounding assigned to 
a participant. For, if a participant is particularly relevant to a certain part of the discourse, they will be 
mentioned many times in a small number of clauses. Thus we expect heavier structures to be used to refer to 
participants that have a smaller topic persistence. 

2.3 Recency Model (Givón) 
The basis of the Recency Model is the iconity between coding weight and the ease with which a hearer can 

process the topic of a given clause. “The more disruptive, surprising, discontinuous or hard to process a topic is, 
the more coding material must be assigned to it.” (Givón 1983:18). Givón elaborates on this elsewhere when he 
states that “the shorter the gap of absence [of a topic], the easier is topic identification.” (Givón 1983:11) If  we 
measure the length of a gap using referential distance, then we expect the coding weight to increase as the 
referential distance increases. 

3. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

3.1 The Corpus 
The corpus for this study is composed of six texts elicited from native speakers, totalling 1025 clauses. The 

texts are as follows: 
? “Dzenneba” – a troll tries to eat a village’s children and entices them by creating the 

different varieties of taro. (Spoken narrative in 3rd person, 295 clauses.) 
? “Kaisa” – a Dedua man builds a platform in a tall tree for a missionary to take pictures 

from. (Spoken narrative in 3rd person, 203 clauses.) 
? “Kare” – a man is hit by a car and taken to hospital to be examined. (Spoken narrative in 

1st person, 128 clauses.) 
? “Kpena” – a man abandons his brother-in-law in the bush and pays a high price for it. 

(Written narattive in 3rd person, 184 clauses.) 
? “Nonggo” – the author describes his mother and her interactions with the church 

hierarchy. (Written narrative in 3rd person, 72 clauses.) 
? “Senior” – how the first missionary arrived in the region. (Spoken narrative in 3rd person, 

143 clauses.) 
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3.2 Tests and Results 
3.2.1 Referential Distance 

The participants in each text were classified as either major or minor. Each topic reference to a participant 
was noted, together with its coding weight and referential distance. The results were then tabulated. 

Table 1 – Referential Distances for Major Participants 
RD NP+c N+c NP N pronoun possaff sr/vaff/vrb Total 

1 3 11 5 8 18 21 557 623 
2 1 9 4 5 6 3 101 129 
3 2 3  6 2 45 58 
4  2 3 1 3 1 22 32 
5    2 1 14 17 
6 2 2 2 2 4 12 
7   1 2 6 9 
8    1 1 
9   2 2 4 

10    1 1 
11   1 1 2 
12    1 1 
13   1 1 2 
14   2 1 3 
15    0 
16   1 1 2 
17   1 1 
18    0 
19    1 1 

20+ 3 1  4 4 12 

Total 11 28 23 34 31 25 758 910 

 1.2% 3.1% 2.5% 3.7% 3.4% 2.7% 83.3% 100.0% 

Forms of weight 1 comprise 92.7% of all the forms at referential distance 1, 80.6% of all forms at distance 
2 and 77.6% of all forms at distance 3.  

Forms of weight 2 comprise 2.9% of all the forms at referential distance 1, 4.7% of all forms at distance 2 
and 3.4% of all forms at distance 3. 

Of the forms at referential distances of 6 or more, 37.3% are of weight 1, 2.0% are of weight 2, 45.1% are 
of weight 3 and 15.7% are of weight 4. 

The switch reference system is by far the most common means of referring to major participants. Forms of 
weight 1 or 2 are more common at distances of 5 or less, whereas forms of weight 3 or 4 are relatively more 
common at greater distances. The cases of weight 3 and 4 at distances of 1-3 are particularly interesting, in that 
their presence is not predicted by the theory. All the forms, regardless of weight, have heaviest usage at 
distances 1-3. 
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Table 2 – Referential Distances for Minor Participants 
RD NP+c N+c NP N pronoun possaff sr/vaff/vrb Total 

1 3 1 1 3 3 1 165 177 
2 1 1 5 1 30 38 
3   2 1 2 10 15 
4    7 7 
5   1 2 3 
6    2 2 
7   2 1 1 4 
8    2 1 3 
9   1 1 2 

10    0 
11  1 1 2 
12    1 1 

13-16    0 
17    1 1 
18   1 1 
19    0 

20+ 1 1 3 4 2 11 

Total 5 4 17 12 6 1 222 267 

 1.9% 1.5% 6.4% 4.5% 2.2% 0.4% 83.1% 100.0% 

Again, the switch reference system dominates. Forms of weight 1 comprise 93.8% of all the forms at 
referential distance 1, 78.9% of all forms at distance 2 and 66.7% of all forms at distance 3.  

Of the forms at referential distances of 6 or more, 29.6% are of weight 1, none are of weight 2, 59.3% are 
of weight 3 and 11.1% are of weight 4. 

Overall, there are more instances of weight 3 than for major participants (10.9% vs. 6.3%), but slightly less 
of weight 4 (3.4% vs. 4.3%). 

 

3.2.2 Topic Persistence 
For each entity that appears as a topic in a given text, the topic persistence was calculated. The results were 

then sorted by category (major participant, minor participant, prop) and averaged. 

Table 3 - Topic Persistence for Participants and Props 
 Total number present Average TP
Major participants 15 5.06
Minor participants 24 3.90
Props 38 1.64
All participants and props 77 3.01

Major participants stay as the topic for an average of 5 out of 10 clauses after an introduction or re-
introduction. For the minor participants, the topic persistence is 3.90 and for the props only 1.64. 

3.2.3 Marking at the Beginning of and Within Episodes 
Episode breaks were determined for each text in consultation with competent speakers. The coding weight 

of the first mention of each participant in each episode was recorded (including the initial mentions). These 
were then sorted by category. The same was done with the mentions within episodes. 
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Table 4 – Marking of Major Participants at the 
beginning of Episodes 

NP+c 6 6.3% 
N+c 11 11.6% 
NP 19 20.0% 
N 14 14.7% 
pronoun 3 3.2% 
possaff 4 4.2% 
sr/vaff/vrb 38 40.0% 
Total 95 100.0% 

Major participants tend to be reinstated with a form 
of weight 3 (in 34.7% of cases) or weight 1 (in 
44.2% of cases). Forms of weight 4 were used in 
17.9% of cases, mostly to emphasise a particular 
participant. 

Table 5 – Marking of Minor Participants at the 
beginning of Episodes 

NP+c 1 2.0% 
N+c 3 6.1% 
NP 17 34.7% 
N 10 20.4% 
pronoun 0 0.0% 
possaff 0 0.0% 
sr/vaff/vrb 18 36.7% 
Total 49 100.0% 

Minor participants tend to be reinstated with a form 
of weight 3 (in 55.1% of cases) or weight 1 (in 
36.7% of cases). The lighter structures are more 
likely if the participant featured in the previous 
episode. Forms of weight 4 are markedly fewer 
than for major participants. 

 

Table 6 – Marking of Major Participants 
within Episodes 

NP+c 5 0.6% 
N+c 17 2.1% 
NP 4 0.5% 
N 20 2.5% 
pronoun 28 3.4% 
possaff 21 2.6% 
sr/vaff/vrb 720 88.3% 
Total 814 100.0% 

Forms of weight 1 account for 91.0% of the 
marking of major participants within episodes. 
Nouns or noun phrases (weights 3 and 4) are more 
common for major participants than for minor ones 
(5.7% vs. 3.2%), reflecting the greater importance 
that major participants have. 

 

Table 7 – Marking of Minor Participants 
within Episodes 

NP+c 4 1.8% 
N+c 1 0.5% 
NP 0 0.0% 
N 2 0.9% 
pronoun 6 2.8% 
possaff 1 0.5% 
sr/vaff/vrb 204 93.6% 
Total 218 100.0% 

Forms of weight 1 account for 94.0% of the 
marking of minor participants within episodes.  

 

When an affix is used at the beginning of an episode, the topic continues from the previous episode; for 
example: 

 
 1) M`rn,rnb heh `mf,jdb,t Jtad,m`b mfhb lnmf t`,`,t m`l,

l`--- 
time-SUF like.that do-CNT-3S.DQ Kube-ABL man a garden-3S.POSS-LOC stand-SQ  
‘When he went on doing that, a man from Kube stood in his garden…’ 

3.2.4 Marking in Initial Mentions 
The coding weights of the initial mention of the participants were extracted from Tables 4-7, yielding the 

following results: 
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Table 8 – Marking of Major Participants in 
Initial Mentions 

NP+c 1 6.7% 
N+c 2 13.3% 
NP 7 46.7% 
N 4 26.7% 
pronoun 0 0.0% 
possaff 0 0.0% 
sr/vaff/vrb 1 6.7% 
Total 15 100.0% 

Forms of weight 3 were used in 73.3% of 
initial mentions. The single case of weight 1 was an 
initial mention of the narrator, a first person 
singular form. A third person major participant is 
always introduced with a noun or noun phrase, 
with or without a pronoun copy. A noun phrase 
without the pronoun copy is the most frequent 
strategy used. 

Table 9 – Marking of Minor Participants in 
Initial Mentions 

NP+c 1 4.2% 
N+c 0 0.0% 
NP 10 41.7% 
N 3 12.5% 
pronoun 0 0.0% 
possaff 0 0.0% 
sr/vaff/vrb 10 41.7% 
Total 24 100.0% 

Forms of weight 3 were used in 52.4% of 
initial mentions. Of the 10 cases in which a form of 
weight 1 was used, four were mentioning people 
after their village or area was mentioned and three 
more were mentioning people as part of a group 
which included the narrator. 

 

3.3 Participants and Topic Continuity 
3.3.1 Change of Topic 

For the cases where the change of participant also entails change of topic, the following scheme for how to 
mark the participants was found to give broad guidelines: 

Follow the numbered steps until either a form of weight 1, 2, 3 or 4 is suggested. Assume that a reference 
to a place implicitly includes a reference to the people living there. 

 
1. If the topic includes the storyteller, use a form of weight 1. 
  
2. If the topic includes only major participants and begins an episode, use a form of weight 4. 
  
3. If the use of a form of weight 1 or 2 would lead to ambiguity, use a form of weight 3. For 

instance, “Kpena” includes a section where three participants (the two brother-in-laws and a 
wild animal) are all acting separately (and hence are all third-person singular) and so the switch 
reference system is not sufficient to distinguish them, e.g. 

 
 2) G`cyn,gn,l`+ jodm`,`,mf` dl,l`+ atmfx`c` x`mf 

attach.ladder.to-3S.OBJ-SQ brother.in.law-3S.POSS-CNTR go.up-SQ bungyada wild.animal 
  jod,tjt,t+ `mt a`mfdb,t l`,t+ jodm` jodcytb,md 

kill-throw-3S.DQ and.DQ ground-LOC go.down-3S.DQ brother.in.law gather.up-3S.OBJ 
  e`h,`m,db- 

place-HAB-3S.DPST 
‘They attached the ladder to it and his brother-in-law went up and killed a bungyada animal and 
threw it down and when it hit the ground the [other] brother-in-law used to gather it up and place it 
[somewhere].’ 

  
4. If the topic was mentioned in the current or previous sentence, use a form of weight 1. 

  
5. If the previous topic was background, use a form of weight 1. For instance, the description of 

the tree in the following example is background: 
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 3) …hb,sn` lnmf ldehb,fd,db+ jo`q,` rn`dmf- Hlnb vdfdm`b jo`b+ 
tree-big a find-3S.OBJ-3S.DPST name-3S.POSS soaeng DEM short not 

 rdmffdmf+ jtmdmf- Ldehb,fd,l`ı 
without.branches big find-3S.OBJ-SQ 
‘..he found a big tree whose name was soaeng. That [tree] is not short, is without branches and is 
big. When he found it…’ 

  
6. If none of 1-5 above apply, use a form of weight 3. 

  

When the marking predicted by this scheme was compared to the actual topic marking in the six texts, the 
following results were obtained: 

Table 10 – Topic Marking Explained via Proposed Scheme 

Text Dzenneba Kaisa Kare Kpena Nonggo Senior Total 

Marking 
explained 

65 27 54 31 24 42 243 

Marking 
unexplained 

14 17 10 13 18 23 95 

Total 79 44 64 44 42 65 338 

Percentage 
explained 

82.3% 61.4% 84.4% 70.5% 57.1% 64.6% 71.9% 

 

This value of 71.9% is not yet high enough to indicate that the set of rules given above is a good 
approximation to the process native speakers use to decide which marking to use. There are points in each text 
around which consistently heavier marking is used than might otherwise be expected. These seem correspond to 
the starts of episodes and the climax of the story. More study would be needed to find out, for example, if the 
change from major to minor participant , or minor to major, influences the choice of referential form. 

 

3.3.2 Continuation of a Topic 
Since Dedua has a switch reference system, it is to be expected that this system will be the main method of 

marking a continuing topic, if only because using the system enables speedier communication. For the six texts 
under examination, 555 out of 597 continuations (93.0%) used same subject marking of the switch reference 
system, confirming this expectation. Of the 42 continuations that did not use such marking, 20 could not have 
used the switch reference system, as they involved stative clauses, benefactives, object affixes or possessive 
affixes, all of which must be marked in a special way. The remaining 22 continuations consisted of 8 pronouns 
(1.3%, weight 2), 10 nouns or noun phrases (1.7%, weight 3) and 4 nouns or noun phrases with a pronoun copy 
(0.7%, weight 4). 

4. SUPPORT FOR MODELS 

4.1 Episode Model 
The Episode Model claims that the episodic structure of a text is the deciding factor in the choice of 

structure marking a participant. Thus it suggests that minor participants will be tend to be reinstated with 
heavier structures and that both major and minor participants will tend to be mentioned with lighter structures 
within episodes. 

From the results given in Tables 4-7, we can calculate that, for major participants, 47.4% of reinstatements 
are via forms of weight 3 or 4 and 94.5% of mentions within episodes are forms of weight 1 or 2. For minor 
participants, 61.2% of reinstatements are via forms of weight 3 or 4 and 96.8% of mentions within episodes are 
forms of weight 1 or 2. It appears, therefore, that the episode model can provide a partial explanation of the 
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reference to both minor and major participants, but other facts besides the episodes need to be taken into 
account as well. 

 

4.2 Prominence Model 
The Prominence Model claims the degree of foregrounding of a participant determines how it is marked. 

To test the specific hypothesis arising from this model, namely that increasing topic persistence is correlated 
with a decreasing use of heavy structures, the following graph was constructed from the collected data, with 
each point representing one participant.  

 

Figure 1 – Graph of Topic Persistence against percentage of forms of weight 3 or 4 for all entities 
appearing as topics 
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If the desired correlation were present, the points plotted on the above graph would be arranged in a band 
from top-left to bottom-right. No such band can be seen, so we conclude that the Prominence Model does not 
adequately explain the data and thus is not a good model for Dedua. 

 

4.3 Recency Model 
The Recency Model claims that heavier structures correspond to longer referential distances. From Table 1 

and Table 2, it can be calculated that forms of weight 1 or 2 are used in 92.4% (1015/1099) of cases where the 
referential distance is 5 or less. This percentage drops to 36.4% (28/77) when the referential distance is 6 or 
greater. Thus we conclude that the Recency Model is a useful one for describing Dedua’s participant reference 
system. It should also be noted that step 4 of the scheme in §3.3.1 is reminiscent of this model, in that it makes 
some use of measurement of textual distance. 

 

4.4 Various Models and Topic Change 
As already indicated in §3.3, the question of topic change is a major factor in determining a referential form 

for the participants in a text. The Episode and Recency Models can shed additional light on the use of the 
referential forms. 
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5. IMPLICATIONS FOR TRANSLATION 

5.1 Use of switch reference and affixation (weight 1) 
As the switch reference system, person-marking verbal affixes and possessive affixes are used so often, 

both in marking continuing topics (93.0% of continuations) and in marking a change of topic to a recently-
mentioned participant (86.7% of clauses with a corresponding relative distance of 5 or less), they should be 
used whenever possible. 

5.2 Use of pronouns (weight 2) 
The existence of a switch reference system means that fewer pronouns will be used, as pronouns are not the 

lightest structure possible. In independent clauses, personal pronouns may be omitted due to the person-marking 
present on the verb (Ceder 1989:121). In texts, pronouns are very uncommon (3.4% for major participants and 
2.2% for minor participants). Of those, 75% were used for changing rather than continuing topic. Likewise, in 
Yopno, another Papuan language from Morobe Province, pronouns in texts are extremely rare (Wes Reed, pers. 
comm.). 

There are not enough pronouns in the texts under analysis to be able to draw any firm conclusions about the 
precise situations in which they should be used. However, the low incidence of pronouns means that pronouns 
in the source text should only very seldom be translated into pronouns in Dedua, and hardly ever be used for a 
continuous topic. 

  

5.3 Use of nouns and noun phrases (weights 3 and 4) 
A noun or noun phrase is the standard means of introducing something that has not previously been 

mentioned. (Lighter structures are clearly too ambiguous to be used in this way.) For example: 

 
 4) Jdat,`b @rt ehmfdb,lh,db- 

Lord-GL Spirit appear-3S.BEN-3S.DPST 
‘The Spirit of the Lord appeared to her.’ 

 
 5) @mt m`hmf,` V`tla` hrnb,mf` x`j` ngn,l`ı 

and.DQ sibling-3S.POSS Waumba about-CNTR food cook-SQ… 
‘And the sibling Waumba cooked food…’ 

 

Nouns and noun phrases are also used to disambiguate participants (see §4.3.1) and to refer to participants  
if they have not been mentioned for several clauses (65.4% of such clauses with a corresponding relative 
distance of 6 or more use a form of weight 3 or 4 to refer to the topic). 

A pronoun copy should be added to a noun or noun phrase (making a form of weight 4) when emphasising 
a major participant, whether at the climax of a story (6) or the start of an episode (7), as in the following 
examples: 

 
 6) S`b,t+ jodm`,` xd g`,jdb,l`+ `l`,t rhjd,db- 

sit-3S.DQ brother.in.law-3S.POSS 3S.PRO come-CNT-SQ house-LOC arrive-3S.DPST 
‘He sat there and his brother-in-law went and arrived home.’ 

 
 7) @mt m`hmf,jodm`,mfhq` xd s`b,t+ snenqd,tı 

and.DQ sibling-brother.in.law-3D.POSS 3S.PRO sit-3S.DQ get.dark-3S.DQ 
‘And their brother/brother-in-law sat there and it got dark…’ 
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5.4 Use of proper names 
Proper names tend to be used at the start of a story, together with enough information to be able to work out 

the relationship between the participants. From then on, kinship terms or other noun phrases are used. For 
example, 

 
 8) Jodmcy`b mf` V`tla` xdqh hrnb xdqh,`b rhctb+ `ll` 

Kpendzac and Waumba 3D.PRO about 3D.PRO-GL story and.SS 
  m`hmf,jodm`,mfhq` Ahjh hrnb- 

sibling-brother.in.law-3D.POSS Biki about 
‘The story about Kpendzac and Waumba and their sibling and brother-in-law Biki.’ 

 
 9) @mt jodm`,ahrhb,` xd hb vhsh,`,t,mfnb s`b,db- 

and.DQ brother.in.law-3S.POSS 3S.PRO tree on.top.of-3S.POSS-LOC-CNTX sit-3S.DPST 
‘And his small brother-in-law was still sitting up in the tree.’ 

 

Note, however, that this method does not work when there is a person in a story who has no formal 
relationship to the other participants. For example, in “Kaisa” the missionary continues to be referred to by his 
name because the two most obvious noun phrases (“missionary” and “white man”) are not specific enough: 

 
 10) Jnmf` d J`hr` xd gdqd`- 

white.man excuse.me Kaisa 3S.PRO long 
‘The white man, I mean Kaisa, was tall.’ 

 

Minor participants tend to be more stereotypical and thus can be referred to by a generic label, e.g. 

 
 11) M`rn,rnb heh `mf,jdb,t Jtad,m`b mfhb lnmf t`,`,t 

time-SUF like.that do-CNT-3S.DQ Kube-ABL man a garden-3S.POSS-LOC  
  m`l,l`+ xdfdb mdfdm,db- 

stand-SQ song hear-3S.DPST 
‘When he went on doing that, a man from Kube stood in his garden and heard the song.’ 

 

In translation, a similar use of proper names is desirable, though care must be taken to determine at which 
points to explain who the participants are. For, if these points are too far apart, people hearing short passages 
may not be able to follow the text easily; and if the points are too close, the translated text will seem unnatural. 

6. CONCLUSION 
Plausible rules for participant reference marking in Dedua have been presented. The corpus has also been 

analysed with regards to three models that have been proposed to account for participant tracking. The corpus 
supports the Episode Model in that minor participants tend to begin episodes with heavy structures and then 
switch to lighter ones. It also supports the Recency Model as heavier structures occur more frequently at greater 
referential distances. No model is adequate as such, but the combined use of the Episode and Recency models 
yields the best results, if considered together with topic change. 
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APPENDIX 

Sample Dedua Text (Kpena) 
Nb: morphophonemics has been ignored. 

  A`q`mffnb,`b jhrhb,rhctb 
Baranggoc-GL forefathers-story 
 
‘The legend of Baranggoc’ 

 
  Jodmcy`b mf` V`tla` xdqh hrnb xdqh,`b rhctb+ `ll` 

Kpendzac and Waumba 3D.PRO about 3D.PRO-GL story and.SS 
 

  m`hmf,jodm`,mfhq` Ahjh hrnb- 
sibling-brother.in.law-3D.POSS Biki about 
 
‘The story about Kpendzac and Waumba and their sibling and brother-in-law Biki.’ 

 
  Mfhb,mf`b xdmh hlnb,mfn V`snmfjhah`fnb hl`g`h jdb,fdb- 

man-woman 3P.PRO DEM-CNTR Watongkibiagoc there live-3P.DPST 
 
‘Those people lived there in Watongkibiagoc.’ 

 
  @mt m`hmf,` V`tla` hrnb,mf` x`j` ngn,l`+ dvd,`,`b9 

and.DQ sibling-3S.POSS Waumba about-CNTR food cook-SQ husband-3S.POSS-GL 
 

  ÔM`hmf,m` lh,m` ” cd,l`+ lh,t+ jdmf,l`+ gned,t 
sibling-1S.POSS give.3S-IMP say-SQ, give.3S-3S.DQ, go-SQ ravine-LOC 
 

  tjt,t+ jdgd,`m,cd- 
throw-3S.DQ go.down-HAB-3S.PRES 
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‘And the sibling Waumba cooked food and told her husband: “Give it to my sibling!” she said and 
gave it to him and he used to go and throw it into the ravine.’ 

 
  @mt m`hmf,` xd gdqd,`,`b gnld,l`+ 

and.DQ sibling-3S.POSS 3S.POSS stomach-3S.POSS-GL die-SQ 
 

  jo`rd,fanln,` md,l`+ jdb,l`+ jtjtqhb jod,jdb,db 
wild.animal-nuts/fruits-3S.POSS eat-SQ go.on-SQ swing swing-CNT-3S.DPST 
 

  !M`hmf,jodm`,mfn jodrd jtltrhb jdq`b jdq`b-! 
sibling-brother.in.law-CNTR kpese kumusic kerac kerac 
 
‘And her sibling was hungry and ate the nuts and fruits of the wild animals and was swinging in a 
swing, saying “sibling and brother-in-law kpese kumusic kerac kerac” [euphemistic].’ 

 
  @mt m`hmf,` xd x`b,l`+ mdfdmf,jdb,l`+ xneh cd,db9 

and.DQ sibling-3S.POSS 3S.PRO stand.up-SQ hear-CNT-SQ like.this say-3S.DPST 
 

  ÔX`j` ngn,l`+ lh,a`: jdmf,l`+ c`,g`h e`h,t+ hmd m`hmf,m` 
food cook-SQ give.3S-1S.DQ go-SQ where-to put-LOC but sibling-1S.POSS 
 

  xd xdfdb hlnb m`rn,rnb gdh,l`+ jdb,cd-” 
3S.PRO song DEM time-SUF sing-SQ go.on-3S.PRES 
 
‘And his sister was listening and said like this: “I am cooking food and giving him it but where 
does he go and put it, as my sibling always goes on singing that song?” ’ 

 
  Cdl`+ m`rn lnmf,t x`j` ngn,l`+ dvd,` lh,t+ jdmf,t+ 

say-SQ time one-TLOC food cook-SQ husband-3S.POSS give.3S-3S.DQ go-3S.DQ 
 

  xd x`b,l`+ lnc`b+ l`,jdmf,l`+ rtet,l`+ m`l,l`+ gdm,t+ 
3S.PRO stand.up-SQ follow go.down-go-SQ hide-SQ stand-SQ see.3S-3S.DQ 
 

  gned,t tjt,t+ jdmfd,t+ cyhfdmd,l`+ g`,db- 
ravine-LOC throw-3S.DQ go.down-3S.DQ return-SQ come-3S.DPST 
 
‘She thought so and one time she cooked food and gave it to her husband and he went and she got 
up and follow him down and standing hiding she saw him as he threw it down into the ravine and 
returned’ 

 
  @mt dmdmf,` l`,jdmf,l`+ gdm,db+ x`j` drd`,mfn j`rh,jdq`b,cyn 

and.DQ wife-3S.POSS go.down-go-SQ see.it-3S.DPST food old-CNTR dog-shit-hair 
 

  jod,l`+ ed,db- 
grow-SQ be-3S.DPST 
 
‘And his wife went down and saw the old food being there mildewed.’ 
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  @mt cyhfdmd,l`+ g`,l`+ dvd,` xn`b ded` lh 
  and.DQ return-SQ come-SQ husband-3S.POSS words light/few not 

 
  `l,lh,db- 

affect-give.him-3S.DPST 
 
‘And when she came and returned she did not give her husband an easy time with her words [lit. 
give him few/easy words].’ 

 
  @mt dvd,` xd x`b,l`+ dmdmf,` dcd,l`+ cd,db9  

and.DQ husband-3S.POSS 3S.PRO stand.up-SQ wife-3S.POSS tell-SQ say-3S.DPST  
 
  ÔMh mfhb,jodm`,fnb j`sd,t jdmf,l`+ x`mf jod,cdcd+” 

1S.PRO man-brother.in.law-CMIT forest-LOC go-SQ wild.animal kill-1D.FUT 
 

  cd,t+ 
say-3S.DQ 
 
‘And her husband stood up and told his wife and said, “I will go to the bush with my brother-in-
law and we will kill wild animals,” ’ 

 
  dmdmf,`,mfn9 ÔM`qhb+” cd,t+ x`b,l`+ t`,t jdmf,l`+ 
  wife-3S.POSS-CNTR good.enough say-3S.DQ stand.up-SQ garden-LOC go-SQ 

 
  x`j` trt,l`+ jodm`,`,mfn x`j` ghd lnmf: 

food dig-SQ brother.in.law-3S.POSS-CNTR food string.bag one 
 

  jodm`,` ghd lnmf- 
brother.in.law-3S.POSS string.bag another 

 
‘and his wife said, “Good enough,” and he stood up and went to the garden and dug up food, and 
his brother-in-law had one food netbag and the other brother-in-law had another netbag.’ 

 
  @mt x`b,l`+ xnb dqd,l`+ d,jdmf,nb- D,jdmf,jdb,l`+ 

and.DQ stand.up-SQ here come.up-SQ up-go-3D.DPST up-go-CNT-SQ  
 

  Jt`betstmf hg`h ed,nb- 
Kuacfutung LOCD sleep-3D.DPST 
 
‘And they stood up and came up here and went up. They were going up and in Kuafutung, there 
they slept.’ 

  
  @l` vdqdbjdm,t+ x`b,l`+ jo`mffdgdmf hb,sn` lnmf gnldld` 

place get.morning-3S.DQ stand.up-SQ kpanggeheng tree-big a dead 

 
  m`m,db+ hlnb g`cyn,gn,nb- 

stand-3S.DPST DEM attach.ladder.to-3S.OBJ-3D.DPST 
 
‘In the morning they got up and attached a ladder to a big dead tree which stood there.’ 
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  G`cyn,gn,l`+ jodm`,`,mf` dl,l`+ atmfx`c` x`mf 

attach.ladder.to-3S.OBJ-SQ brother.in.law-3S.POSS-CNTR go.up-SQ bungyada wild.animal 
 
  jod,tjt,t+ `mt a`mfdb,t l`,t+ jodm` jodcytb,md 

kill-throw-3S.DQ and.DQ ground-LOC go.down-3S.DQ brother.in.law gather.up-3S.OBJ 
 
  e`h,`m,db- 

place-HAB-3S.DPST 
 
‘They attached the ladder to it and his brother-in-law went up and killed a bungyada and threw it 
down and when it hit the ground the [other] brother-in-law used to gather it up and place it 
[somewhere].’ 

 
  @m,s`b,l`mt+ jodm`,` hb,t,m`b l`,l`+ cd,t+  

do-sit-3S.DM brother.in.law-3S.POSS tree-LOC-ABL come.down-SQ say-3S.DQ 
 

  jodm`,ahrhb,`,mfn lnmffnb hb vhsh,`,t dm,db- 
brother.in.law-small-3S.POSS-CNTR again tree on.top.of-3S.POSS-LOC go.up-3S.DPST 
 
‘As he sat there doing it, his brother-in-law came down from the tree and said (=told him to do so)  
and his small brother-in-law again/in turn went up the tree.’ 
  

  Dl,l`mt+ jodm`,`,mfn cnb g`cyngn,nb,lnb: 
go.up-3S.DM, brother.in.law-3S.POSS-CNTR climbing.ladder attach.rope.to-3D.DPST-DEM 

 
  hlnb jodqdb,fd,db- 

DEM cut.off-3S.OBJ-3S.DPST 
 
‘While he was going up, his brother-in-law cut the climbing rope that they had put up.’ 

 
  @mt jodm`,ahrhb,` xd cyhfdmd+ gdm,t+ heh `m,t9 

and.DQ brother.in.law-small-3S.POSS 3S.PRO return see.it-3S.DQ like.that be-3S.DQ 
 

  jo`b,l`+ cd,db9 ÔJodm` mh c`g`b,rhmf l`,a`cd>” 
call-SQ say-3S.DPST brother.in.law 1S.POSS which-way come.down-1S.FUT 
 
‘And his brother-in-law returned and saw that it was so, and he shouted and said: “Brother-in-law, 
how am I going to get down?” ’ 

 
  Cdl`+ jodm`,` jo`b,l`+ s`b,l`mt+ jodm`,` xd  

say-SQ brother.in.law-3S.POSS call-SQ sit-3S.DM brother.in.law-3S.POSS 3S.PRO 
 
  ghd,fdc`mf,` ld,l`+ g`,db- 

string.bag-something-3S.POSS take-SQ come-3S.DPST 
 
‘He said so and while he sat calling for his brother-in-law, the brother-in-law took his netbag and 
things and came.’ 
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  @mt jodm`,ahrhb,` xd hb vhsh,`,t,mfnb s`b,db- 
and.DQ brother.in.law-3S.POSS 3S.PRO tree on.top.of-3S.POSS-LOC-CNTX sit-3S.DPST 
 

  S`b,t+ jodm`,` xd g`,jdb,l`+ `l`,t rhjd,db- 
sit-3S.DQ brother.in.law-3S.POSS 3S.PRO come-CNT-SQ house-LOC arrive-3S.DPST 
 
‘And his small brother-in-law was still sitting up in the tree. He sat there and his brother-in-law 
went and arrived home.’ 

 
  Rhjd,t+ m`hmf,`,mfn jodrh,lh,t+ cd,db9 ÔXd ahb 

arrive-3S.DQ sibling-3S.POSS-CNTR ask-3S.BEN-3S.DQ say-3S.DPST 3S.PRO TDCT 
 
  g`,c`b-” Cdt+ m`hmf,` xd mdfdmf,t+ ÔL`mf`mf,d,t+ 

come-3S.NPST say-3S.DQ sibling-3S.POSS 3S.PRO think-3S.DQ worsen-3S.OBJ-3S.DQ 
 

  s`b,db-” 
sit-3S.NPST 
 
‘When he arrived, the sister asked him and he said: “He came already.” When he said so the sister 
sat there feeling bad.’ 

 
  @mt m`hmf,jodm`,mfhq` xd s`b,t+ snenqd,t+ 

and.DQ sibling-brother.in.law-3D.POSS 3S.PRO sit-3S.DQ get.dark-3S.DQ 
 

  hb vhsh,`,t x`mf,x`c` lnmf,`b eded,t jdgd,l`+ 
tree on.top.of-3S.POSS-LOC wild.animal-big a-GL nest-LOC go.down-SQ 
 

  ed,db- 
sleep-3S.DPST 

 
‘And their brother/brother-in-law sat there and it got dark and he went down into the nest of a big 
forest creature and slept there.’ 

 
  @l` vdqdbjdm,t+ dqd,l`mt+ x`mf,mfn lnmf jdgd,l`+ 

place get.morning-3S.DQ come.up-3S.DM wild.animal-CNTR in.turn go.down-SQ 
 

  ed,db- Xdqh heh `mf,`m,c`od- 
sleep-3S.DPST 3D.PRO like.that do-HAB-3D.PRES 
 
‘In the morning while he went up, the wild animal in turn went down and slept. They two were 
doing it like that.’ 

 
  Vdm`b,t x`mf ed,`m,cd- Snenbm`b ldc`b,ahrhb xdmf 
  day-LOC wild.animal sleep-HAB-3S.PRES evening boy-DIM 3S.PRO.CNTR 

 
  ed,`m,cd- 

sleep-HAB-3S.PRES 
 
‘The wild animal was sleeping in the daytime. In the evening the little boy used to sleep.’ 
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  @mt vdm`b,t ldc`b,ahrhb xd hb,e`v` lnc`b,l`+ d,jdmf,l`+ g`,s`b,l`+ 

and.DQ day-LOC boy-DIM he tree-branch follow-SQ up-go-SQ come-sit-SQ 
 

  xdfd,b` xneh gdh,`m,cd9 ÔJodm` cydnmf cydnmf cydnmf 
song-3S.POSS like.this sing-HAB-3S.PRES: brother.in.law dzeong dzeong dzeong 
 

  cydnmf ” 
dzeong 
 
‘And in the day the small boy was following a branch and goes up and comes and sits down and 
sings his song like this: “Brother-in-law, dzeong dzeong dzeong dzeong!” [euphemistic]’ 

 
  M`rn,rnb heh `mf,jdb,t Jtad,m`b mfhb lnmf t`,`,t m`l,

l`+ 
time-SUF like.that do-CNT-3S.DQ Kube-ABL man a garden-3S.POSS-LOC stand-
SQ  
 

  xdfdb mdfdm,db- 
song hear-3S.DPST 
 
‘When he went on doing that, a man from Kube stood in his garden and heard the song.’ 

 
  Xdfdb heh mdfdmf,jdb,l`+ gdqd`at x`b,l`+ x`j` trt,a`qh,l`+ j`sd hl`g`h 

song like.that hear-CNT-SQ angry stand.up-SQ food dig-pack-SQ forest there 
 
  jdmf,adrn+ jdmf,db- 

go-PUR go-3S.DPST 
 
‘When he kept hearing the song like that, he became angry and stood up, dug food and filled [his 
netbag] and went to go to the forest there.’ 

 
  Jdmf,jdb,t+ `l` snenqd,lh,t+ j`sd cynmfh` lnmf,mt 

go-CNT-3S.DQ place get.dark-3S.BEN-LOC forest center one-GLOC 
 

  adcynb ld,l`+ ed,db- 
temporary.shelter make-SQ sleep-3S.DPST 
 
‘He kept going and when it became too dark for him he made a temporary shelter and slept.’ 

 
  @l` vdqdbjdm,t+ jdmf,jdb,l`+ ldc`b,ahrhb s`b,db+ hg`h 

place get.morning-3S.DQ go-CNT-SQ boy-DIM sit-3S.DPST there 
 

  jdmf,rhjd,db- Rhjd,l`+ gdm,db- 
go-arrive-3S.DPST arrive-SQ see.3S-3S.DPST 
 
‘In the morning he went on and arrived where the little boy sat. When he arrived he saw him.’ 
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  Cnb jodqdb,jodqdb,fd,` gdl,l`+ xdmf lnmf vhshb 
climbing.ladder cut.off-cut.off-3S.OBJ-3S.POSS see.3S-SQ 3S.CNTR again creeper 
 

  snqnjod,l`+ dl,l`+ ldc`b,ahrhb hlnb ld,l` g`,db- 
join-SQ go.up-SQ boy-DIM that take-SQ come-3S.DPST 
 
‘When he saw the cut-off climbing ladder he joined a creeper to it again and went up and took that 
little boy and came.’ 

 
  Ld,l`,l`+ gdrhb,jd,t+ jdmf,l`+ adcyn ld,l`+ hg`h 

take-go.down-SQ escort-3S.OBJ-LOC go-SQ temporary.shelter make-SQ LOCD 
 

  ed,nb- Ed,l`+ x`j` ngn,l`+ lh,t+ md,adrn+ `m,t+ 
sleep-3D.DPST sleep-SQ food cook-SQ give.3S-3S.DQ eat-PUR do-LOC 
 

  nan,gn,db- 
fail-3S.OBJ-3S.DPST 
 
‘He held him and went down and escorted him and they went and made a temporary shelter and 
slept there. They slept and he cooked food and gave him it, and though he tried to eat, he could 
not.’ 

 
  Mnb`b m`rn gdqdb j`sd,t s`b,jdb,db,`b+ dm`b,` mf` 

because time long forest-LOC sit-CNT-3S.DPST-GL mouth-3S.POSS and 
 

  g`mh,l`qh,` ahb x`mf,`b,rhqhb hrnb `m,db,`b- 
foot-hand-3S.POSS TDCT wild.animal-GL-like like.that be-3S.DPST-GL 
 
‘Because he had been a long time in the bush, his mouth, feet and hands now were like those of 
the bush animals.’ 

 
  @mt mfhb,mfn cynhb,t` xnlanmf ld,db- @l` vdqdbjdm,t+ `l`,t 

and.DQ man-CNTR hard-work very do-3S.DPST place get.morning-LOC house-LOC 
 

  jdmf,nb- Jdmf,l`+ t`,sn` ld,jdb,t+ lnmffnb mfhb,rhqh,b`,lnb 
go-3D.DPST go-SQ work-big do-CNT-3S.DQ again man-likeness-3S.POSS-DEM 

 
  g`,rhjd,db- 

come-arrive-3S.DPST 
 
‘And the man did very hard work. In the morning they went home. They went and he did hard 
work and then his human features came.’ 

 
  @mt jdb,l`+ m`rn lnmf,mt ldc`b xd,`b jdat `l,adrn+ m`rn 

and.DQ live-SQ time one-TLOC boy 3S.PRO-GL party do-PUR time 
 

  ld,db- Gtad Cdct` c`g`h ed,db+ lnbch,mfnb g`g`,mfhm` 
do-3S.DPST Kube Dedua where-LOC exist-3S.DPST together-CNTX invitation-3P.POSS 
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  e`h,db- 
send-3S.DPST 

 
‘And they lived and one time he set a time for a party for the boy. He sent an invitation to Kube 
people and Dedua people wherever they lived.’ 

 
  E`h+ jdmf,jdb,l`+ A`q`mffnb mfhb,mf`b xdqh,`b g`g` lnbch 

send-SM go-CNT-SQ Baranggoc man-woman 3D.PRO-GL invitation also 
 

  e`h,db- E`h,t+ xdqh x`b,l`+ jdmf,nb- 
send-3S.DPST send-3S.DQ 3D.PRO stand.up-SS go-3D.DPST 
 
‘While he was sending, he also sent the invitation to the couple at Baranggoc. He sent it and they 
two stood up and went.’ 

 
  @mt mfhb,mf`b g`,fdb+ x`j`,rnb xdlld,fdb+ jdmf,fdb- Jdmf,l`+ 

and.DQ man-woman come-3P.DQ food-SUF give.3P-3P.DPST go-3P.DPST go-SQ 
 

  vhrhbjd,t+ A`q`mffnb mfhb,mf`b jo`b,xtqt,t+ jdmf,l`+ x`j`,mfhq` 
finish-3S.DQ Baranggoc man-woman call-3D.OBJ-3S.DQ go-SQ food-3D.POSS 
 

  ld,nb- 
receive-3D.DPST 
 
‘And when the people came they gave food to each one of them, and they went. They went and 
finally he called the Baranggoc couple, and they went and received their food.’ 

 
  Xdqh,`b x`j`,t vh`b g`q`g`,fnb ldmfdqd,l`+ xdldb,fdb- 

3D.PRO-GL food-LOC something itching.effect-CMIT prepare-SS give.3D-3P.DPST 
 
‘They prepared their food with something that has an itching effect and gave it to them.’ 

 
  @mt ld,l`+ cyhfdmd,nb- 

and.DQ receive-SQ return-3D.DPST 
 
‘And when they had received it they returned.’ 

 
  Rhm,`t g`,l`db+ jh`,mnl`mf,mfn l`,l`+ gdh,l`+ xdqdqd,t+ 

way-GLOC come-DM rain-cold.wind-CNTR come.down-SQ hit-SQ hit.3D-3S.DQ 

 
  vh`b g`q`g`,fnb ldmfdqdl`+ xdldbfdb: hlnbmfn rdah,mfhq` 

something itching.effect-CMIT prepare-SQ give.3D-3P.DQ that-CNTR skin-3D.POSS 

 
  c`,g`h ed,mdfdm,db+ g`q`b,mfn ld,l`mf`md,xtqt,t+ rdah,mfhq` 

where-LOC exist-feel-3D.DQ itching-CNTR do-worsen-3D.OBJ-3S.DQ skin-3D.POSS 
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  ld,l`mf`md,xtqt,t rdah,mfhq` vdcydb,jdb,l`+ ld,onsnb,dld,l`+ gnld,
l`+ 
do-worsen-3D.OBJ-3S.DQ skin-3D.POSS scratch-CNT-SQ do-loosen-each.other-SQ die-SQ 
 

  s`b,nb- 
sit-3D.DPST 
 
‘While they coming along the road a rainstorm came and hit them, and the itching substance they 
had prepared and given them, that they felt wherever it was on their skin and it hurt them and they 
kept scratching their skin and made it come loose on each other and they died and they were 
there.’ 

 
  Xn`b,rhctb hlnb vhrhb,jd,cd- 

story-story DEM finish-3S.OBJ-3S.PRES 
‘That is the end of the story.’ 


